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Summary
The supply of a range of nutrient elements to surface waters is an important driver of oceanic production and the
subsequent linked cycling of the nutrients and carbon. Relative deficiencies of different nutrients with respect to
biological requirements, within both surface and internal water masses, can be both a key indicator and driver of the
potential for these nutrients to become limiting for the production of new organic material in the upper ocean. The
availability of high quality, full depth and global scale data sets on the concentrations of a wide range of both macro- and
micro- nutrients produced through the international GEOTRACES programme provides the potential for estimation of
multi-element deficiencies at unprecedented scales. Resultant coherent large scale patterns in diagnosed deficiency can be
linked to the interacting physical-chemical-biological processes which drive upper ocean nutrient biogeochemistry.
Calculations of ranked deficiencies across multiple elements further highlight important remaining uncertainties in the
stoichiometric plasticity of nutrient ratios within oceanic microbial systems and caveats with regards to linkages to upper
ocean nutrient limitation.

Main Text
Introduction
The uptake of nutrients involved in the production of new organic matter by planktonic microbes in the upperocean, combined with the subsequent export and remineralisation of this material within the ocean interior, has a
profound influence on the oceanic cycling of a range of nutrient elements (1-3). When combined with the associated
carbon fluxes, this cycling of organic matter production, export and remineralisation constitutes the biological carbon
pump (BCP) (4), which acts to store a large amount of dissolved inorganic carbon in the deep ocean and exerts a major
control on atmospheric pCO2 (5-7). Simultaneously, the availability and supply of a range of nutrients to the upper ocean
frequently exerts a fundamental constraint on the rate (8) and/or absolute (9) production of new organic matter in the
surface layer (10, 11). Reciprocal interactions between internal oceanic nutrient cycling and upper ocean microbial
activity are hence a key driver of global biogeochemical processes (12). In particular, nutrient limitation can set a
fundamental constraint on the local strength and overall efficiency of the BCP (10, 11, 13).
Establishing where, when and how certain nutrients come to be limiting in the upper ocean represents a key
challenge for our understanding of the Earth system (11, 13) alongside the behaviour of this system over a range of
timescales (14, 15). The extent of this challenge is only emphasised through ongoing recognition that, alongside the socalled macronutrients (N, P and Si), the oceanic cycling of many of the trace metal elements (e.g. Fe, Mn, Zn, Ni, Cu, Co,
Cd) is profoundly influenced by biological processes, while some may also have the potential to reciprocally influence
upper ocean microbiological processes (11, 12, 16). Indeed, despite the long hiatus between the earliest suggestions that
Fe limitation may be an important process in oceanic systems and development of the analytical techniques which made
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rigorous investigation of this problem possible (17), the potential for trace metal (co-)limitation of phytoplankton
productivity is now firmly established (11, 18-20). The advent of the high quality global scale data sets which are
emerging as a result of the international GEOTRACES project (21) promises to be further transformative in our
understanding of the linked biogeochemical cycles of multiple nutrients in oceanic systems.
Defining deficiency
Although sometimes conflated, the concepts of nutrient limitation and nutrient deficiency are distinct (11). Here
previous usage (11, 22) will be adopted, whereby limitation refers to a situation where either the (bio-)availability of a
given nutrient is limiting for the rate of production of new biomass (8) or the overall supply of a given nutrient is setting a
limit on the overall biomass (9). The significance of any distinction between such so called ‘rate’ (8) or ‘yield’ (9) type
limitations respectively will be explicitly acknowledged where relevant in the context of what follows. However, it is
worth noting that the two concepts may frequently be linked (19). For example, the overall biomass of a community
would not be expected to respond to an increased supply of a limiting nutrient unless the production of some component
of the community were previously rate limited by the availability of that nutrient (11). Moreover it is important to
recognise that development of nutrient limitation and the characteristics of a nutrient limited system are emergent
properties of the reciprocal feedbacks which occur between microbes and nutrients (12). For example, within simple
conceptual models (23, 24), which appear to have reasonable predictive skill in the oceans (25, 26), the standing stock of
microbial biomass will be a function of the supply rate of the limiting nutrient and not the concentration of this nutrient
(27). Simultaneously, biological uptake would be expected to set the equilibrium nutrient concentration at a subsistence
level which will be a function of the ecosystem properties and independent of the nutrient supply rate (23, 24, 27).
The deficiency of one nutrient element relative to another is closely related to concepts of ecological
stoichiometry (28, 29), which have been fundamental in developing our understanding of marine biogeochemical nutrient
cycling (1, 30). The seminal works of Redfield (1, 30), revealed both the importance of stoichiometry in linking the
biogeochemical cycles of the different nutrient elements (and carbon) and the potential for consideration of biological and
dissolved chemical stoichiometric ratios (Figure 1) as a means of understanding oceanic biogeochemistry. Such ideas are
exemplified by the classical ‘Redfield ratio’ of C106: N16:P1, which is assumed to reflect some average ratio of the three
elements within oceanic primary producers or, more broadly, within the multiple components and transformations of the
BCP. Consequently, assuming the elemental ratios of the different nutrients within a microbial cell are known, a nutrient
can be considered deficient within the extracellular environment if the concentration or supply of this nutrient is low
relative to all the others (11, 19). Thus, for example, two different water masses having dissolved N:P ratios of 20:1 and
14:1, i.e. above or below an assumed 16:1 ratio respectively, might be considered deficient in P and N respectively (31).
Nutrient deficiency can thus be considered as indicative of the potential for (‘Liebig type’ (9)) nutrient limitation
to develop (19). Within a strictly stoichiometrically conserved system, i.e. where the uptake and cycling of every nutrient
always occurs in a fixed ratio, the nutrient which is most deficient might be expected to be the first to become limiting
(9). However, this only happens once microbial uptake has depleted this nutrient. Moreover, again within a
stoichiometrically conserved system, once limitation by the most deficient nutrient develops, the other nutrients would be
expected to remain replete (9, 26). However, such arguments can break down once the potential for flexibility in the
stoichiometric coupling of different nutrient cycles is acknowledged (11, 19, 29, 32).
In addition to the microbial community influencing the availability of nutrients, in many circumstances it may be
important to distinguish between deficiency of nutrient availability/concentration within a volume of seawater and the
deficiency of overall supply (26). The overall ratios of nutrient supply to a region of the ocean surface can be decoupled
from concentration ratios in source waters by additional external sources, including from the atmosphere or continental
margin/sediment interactions (33-36). Thus, although nutrient deficiency may be linked to the potential for limitation, it
cannot be taken as a sufficient condition for limitation at that particular time and location (11). For example, relative
deficiencies of different nutrients within sub-surface waters of the global ocean may be estimated through comparing
assumed biological requirements with the concentrations of the dissolved species of these elements (Figure 1). However,
there is little evidence that nutrient availability is directly limiting microbial processes in the sub-surface. Rather, any
understanding of the relative deficiencies of nutrients in the ocean interior can potentially inform our understanding of
how patterns of nutrient limitation emerge in the near surface (37), where the nutrients resupplied through physical
transport become depleted through the net production of new organic matter.
Quantifying deficiency
Previous studies of large scale variability in nutrient deficiency, alongside the causes and consequences of these
patterns, have often utilised linear combinations of the measured concentrations of 2 nutrients related through their
known (or assumed) ratio within biological material (3, 31, 37-39). Such combined tracers, typically denoted by a ‘*’
notation, have been used for investigating a range of processes relating to nutrient cycling including: N* and P* as tracers
for N2 fixation and denitrification (31, 38, 40, 41), Si* as a measure of the preferential removal of Si relative to N within
the Southern Ocean (SO) and a tracer of subsequent global scale transport of SO sourced waters (39) and Fe* as a tracer
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of the decoupling of Fe and P in the ocean (37). Calculation of such tracers can be visualised and the derived values
related to a more general consideration of the relative biological requirements and availability of multiple nutrients
(Figure 2). Indeed, for any pair of nutrients, X and Y, a generalised notation could be adopted whereby:
𝑋𝑌∗ = 𝑋𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 − 𝑅𝑋:𝑌 𝑌𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑

Eqn. 1

where RX:Y represents the measured or assumed ratio of the two nutrients in newly formed (and/or remineralised) organic
matter. Such a generalised notation can be mapped onto past usage e.g. N P* (38), SiN* (39), FeP* (37), PN* (31), CdP*
(42), ZnSi* (43), noting that the later two usages differ as the assumed ratios are derived from observed correlations
between the two nutrients within the ocean interior, rather than an assumed biological uptake ratio.
The use of linear combinations of two nutrients has significant advantages over ratios, due to the mathematically
tractable behaviour of such a ‘quasi-conservative’ tracer on water mass mixing as opposed to the highly non-linear
behaviour of ratios (38, 41). Moreover, assuming the ratio (RX:Y) is fully conserved by some process within the
biogeochemical system, such linear combinations can in principal provide quantitative information on other processes
which do not conserve this ratio (31, 38) alongside tracing the large scale imprint of such processes (39). However, within
the specific context of multi-element nutrient deficiency, it would rapidly become challenging to consider all of the
multiple combinations which could be calculated simultaneously within any given seawater volume (Figure 2). For
example, 28 combinations could be derived from simply considering the 8 nutrients at least as deficient as Si within the
water mass considered in Figure 2. Moreover, with the exception of the macronutrients (N, P and Si), until recently (21)
there has been a lack of high quality multi-nutrient data sets with which to undertake a broader analysis.
The marked stoichiometric plasticity (i.e. variable values for RX:Y) which can be observed in cultures of marine
phytoplankton (12, 44), as well as within marine organic matter and the biogeochemical imprints of some BCP related
processes (44-47), further complicates the interpretation of combined tracers (XY*). Stoichiometric plasticity is
particularly acute for the trace metals due to non-specific uptake (12, 48-51) and so called ‘luxury’ uptake (52, 53),
alongside multiple mechanisms for reducing quotas under conditions where a nutrient becomes limiting, including the use
of metabolically substitutable alternate nutrient elements (19, 54). Consequently use of FeP*, for example, has largely
been limited to that of a diagnostic tracer within models where the biological stoichiometry is fixed at an assumed value
(37). Even for the macronutrients N and P, it has become apparent that observed significant variability in RN:P (45) needs
to be taken into account when both evaluating the mechanisms responsible for generating patterns of N P* (PN*) in the
ocean and understanding the associated biogeochemical processes (41, 55-57). Indeed, observations of upper ocean
organic material (45) and the apparent remineralisation ratios of this material (46, 47) are revealing how large scale
variations in biological stoichiometry are likely a key component of oceanic biogeochemical cycles.
In contrast to considering quantitative linear combinations (XY*), estimates of relative nutrient deficiency can
also be derived through simply comparing measured concentrations within a given seawater volume to assumed overall
stoichiometric biological requirements (11, 19). For example, the nutrient which is furthest towards the bottom right
corner (as presented) in Figures 1 and 2 would be estimated to be the most deficient. This calculation is equivalent to
finding the nutrient X’ for which a normalised quantity X’Y* (Eqn. 1) is the most negative for all Y (Figure 2). Previous
work using conceptually similar calculations outline the associated caveats that need to be considered (11, 19). In
particular, alongside aforementioned stoichiometric flexibility, issues concerning variable bioavailability of different
nutrient species need to be considered (11, 19). Use of such analyses to derive quantitative information on the relative
deficiency of different nutrients may thus be premature. However, using conservative assumptions it may still be possible
to obtain qualitative information on the relative deficiencies of multiple nutrient elements and hence potentially derive
insight into certain aspects of the controls on upper ocean nutrient limitation. Until recently, it was only possible to
perform such analyses in a global average or limited regional sense (11). Release of the GEOTRACES intermediate data
product (21) makes it timely to revisit such considerations.
Methods
The international GEOTRACES programme is producing unprecedented measurements of multiple trace
elements at full oceanic depth across ocean-basin to global scales (21, 58, 59). Public release of this data in the form of
the consistent quality controlled (60) GEOTRACES Intermediate Data Product (IDP) 2014 (21) has provided a hugely
valuable community resource which promises to revolutionise our understanding of the sources, sinks and cycling of
trace elements, alongside their interactions with oceanic microbial systems and wider biogeochemical cycles. Here the
IDP2014 is used to derive large scale patterns in relative nutrient deficiency of multiple nutrient elements.
Data on the distributions of the macronutrient elements N, P, Si (43, 61-66), the micronutrient elements Fe, Mn,
Ni, Zn and Cd (63, 67-83) and the non-nutrient element Al (66, 84, 85) were downloaded from the IDP2014 collection
(21) and imported into a MATLAB™ environment for analysis. For each sampling location and/or seawater
volume/water mass, a ranking of the relative deficiencies of multiple nutrient elements was calculated by dividing
observed dissolved concentrations by an assumed ‘typical’ stoichiometric ratio within newly formed organic (biological)
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material (Figure 1) (11, 19). Dissolved seawater concentrations and biological stoichiometeries were both initially
normalised to N. Although useful for calculation and visualisation (e.g. Figure 2), such normalisation makes no difference
to the subsequent ranking of relative deficiencies. For each nutrient (Xi), the derived value of the observed dissolved
concentration [Xi] normalised to [N] and the assumed biological ratio (RXi:N) was thus:
[𝑋 ]

𝑋𝑖′ = [𝑁]𝑅𝑖

𝑋𝑖 :𝑁

Eqn. 2

The nutrient with the minimum value of this derived quantity is then the most deficient. A full ranking of relative
deficiencies of all the observed and chosen nutrients can similarly be calculated.
Derived relative deficiencies crucially depend on the assumed values for RXi:N, which, as discussed above, are
expected to vary as a complex function of both the species of microbe (typically phytoplankton) responsible for the initial
production of new organic matter (44, 86), as well as the availability of the nutrient in question, in some cases alongside
the availability of other nutrients and other external environmental factors (11, 12). Initially, the same ‘typical’ value is
adopted as previously (11), which in turn was largely derived on the basis of a previously published average across
multiple phytoplankton taxa (86). Thus the range of RXi:N initially adopted corresponds to an ‘extended Redfield formula’
(86) of:
(C7.75N1Si1P0.0625)1000Fe0.469Mn0.175Ni0.0625Zn0.05Cd0.013
In many cases this ‘typical’ stoichiometry appears broadly consistent with independently observed correlations between
the different dissolved nutrients and/or apparent oxygen utilisation in the upper ocean, measurements of oceanic
particulate organic matter and direct measurements on individual cells within natural phytoplankton communities (44).
However, these cellular ratios for Mn and Fe appear to be substantially (around 10 fold) higher than alternative
observations and estimates within the oceans (44), likely due to choices made regarding metal concentrations in the
media. Consequently a sensitivity analysis is performed whereby repeated calculations are carried out assuming that
cellular Fe and Mn quotas for newly formed organic matter in the ocean are, on average, an order of magnitude lower, i.e.
the corresponding extended Redfield formula would be:
(C7.75N1Si1P0.0625)1000Fe0.0469Mn0.0175Ni0.0625Zn0.05Cd0.013
Calculations were also performed in a sequential manner leaving out certain nutrients. Inferences from such sensitivity
analyses and significant remaining caveats associated with the plasticity of phytoplankton elemental stoichiometry are
revisited below.
An idealised model (25, 26, 87) is also utilised to illustrate the expected qualitative outcome of interactions
between 3 key nutrients, N, P and Fe and two broadly defined types of organism, a non-diazotrophic primary producer
and a diazotrophic primary producer. The latter organisms are assumed to have a higher requirement for Fe as a result of
the high abundance of this element within the nitrogenase enzyme which catalyses N2 fixation (88, 89). The basic model
is essentially identical to that described previously (87). In the current context the model was run across a range of initial
starting conditions, corresponding to variable sub-surface supply ratios of N:P:Fe and a range of imposed external Fe
supplies (26). System interactions then result in a series of equilibrium states which vary across the imposed gradient of
external Fe supply. Specifically, the system switches between a high macronutrient, Fe limited condition, then two
different categories of states where the non-diazotrophs are N limited and the diaztrophs are limited by P or Fe, see (26)
for full analytical treatment and discussion.
Results and Discussion
Patterns of deficiency 1: N, P and Fe
Initial calculations are performed for the elements N, P and Fe. In addition to major components of the cellular
metabolic requirements for these elements being absolute and irreducible, there is considerable evidence that all play
some role in in dictating patterns of upper ocean nutrient limitation (11). Within nutrient limited regions of the ocean,
microbial activity would be expected to have depleted the limiting nutrient to an equilibrium subsistence concentration,
while other non-limiting nutrients remain replete (24, 26, 27). Consequently, within surface waters a first order
relationship might be expected between direct experimental evidence of nutrient limitation, as for example derived on the
basis of observed biological responses within in vitro or in situ nutrient enrichment experiments (18, 20) and calculations
of nutrient deficiency on the basis of dissolved concentrations. A previous compilation of experimental evidence (11),
reveals clear first order patterning of the surface ocean into predominantly N limited low latitude (sub-)tropical surface
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waters and Fe limited high latitude and upwelling regions (Figure 3a). Derivation of the most deficient nutrient between
N, P and Fe in surface waters (<30m depth) on the basis of the IDP2014 data set (Figure 3b) reveals a very similar spatial
pattern (Figure 3b), which is reasonably robust to assumptions concerning variability in the Fe:N(:P) ratio (Figure 4 a-c).
The observed correspondence between experimental evidence of nutrient limitation (Figure 3a) and calculated
deficiency on the basis of dissolved concentrations and an assumed biological stoichiometry (Figure 3b) supports a first
order conceptual understanding of the system (11), while highlighting the potential utility of the GEOTRACES data set in
a biological context. However, the result itself is perhaps unsurprising, given that surface water N concentrations span >3
orders of magnitude between low latitude oligotrophic systems and the high nitrate waters of the SO, while observed
surface water Fe concentrations typically vary by ~<2 orders of magnitude, presumably at least partially reflecting the
influence of buffering by organic complexation (90, 91). Indeed, available experimental evidence of Fe limitation can be
largely mapped onto those regions of the ocean where residual nitrate is observed at the surface (11).
Performing the same calculation on a full depth basis for the IDP2014 reveals how deficiency of Fe compared to
N and P predominates throughout the subsurface ocean (Figure 4 d-f). A meridional section through the Atlantic
compiled using data across the multiple GEOTRACES cruises within the IDP2014 provides a useful illustration (Figure
5). With the exception the hydrothermal plume from the TAG vent site sampled at around 3300m at 26°N on
GEOTRACES line GA03 (78), Fe deficiency is estimated below 200m depth throughout this section. In contrast, N
(and/or P) deficiency is only observed above the main thermocline (and associated nitracline), within the N depleted near
surface waters of the oligotrophic North and South Atlantic (sub-)tropics from ~40°S to ~40°N (Figure 5). Within the
majority of these near surface waters N appears deficient relative to P. Upper nutricline waters within the North Atlantic
Sub-tropical Gyre (NASG), which are well known to be characterised by an excess of N relative to P with reference to the
canonical Redfield ratio (i.e. a positive NP* value relative to an RN:P of 16:1) are a clear exception, likely resulting from
cumulative influence of net N2 fixation (38) as a result of the relief of Fe limitation of N2 fixation within the dust
fertilised surface waters of the North Atlantic gyre (87, 92, 93).
Implications of the Fe deficiency of the sub-surface ocean
The observed sub-surface deficiency of Fe relative to N (and P) is driven by the high particle reactivity of Fe
(94) resulting in adsorption to sinking particles and hence loss from the dissolved phase to scavenging (91, 95).
Consequently, while surface production, export and sub-surface remineralisation of organic material delivers N, P and Fe
to the interior, scavenging acts to remove Fe, strongly decoupling the sub-surface cycling of these nutrients (37). In
addition to providing confirmation of the ubiquity of subsurface Fe deficiency within the ocean, results from the
performed simple analysis can be further considered in the context of physical processes which return interior waters to
the productive surface (Figure 5). Thus, in the absence of other local/regional sources/factors, such as interactions with
sediments on the continental shelves (34, 35), dust deposition (33), or specific sub-surface conditions including marked
oxygen minima (83), any upwelled or upwardly mixed waters are likely to be deficient in Fe throughout the majority of
the oceans. Development of Fe limitation in ~30% of the surface waters of the open ocean (11, 20), should hence perhaps
not be surprising. Indeed, depletion of bioavailable N and associated development of N limitation within the vast low
latitude oligotrophic regions (11) presumably requires an additional external source of Fe. Within the highly stratified
(sub-)tropics, low rates of (Fe-deficient) sub-surface nutrient resupply and the long residence times of warm buoyant
waters at the surface likely contributes to the depletion of N being possible even for those regions where atmospheric (33)
or other Fe inputs are relatively low. A clear low latitude exception is the Eastern Sub-tropical Pacific, where upwelling is
strong and Fe limitation develops (96, 97).
In the context of the large scale overturning circulation of the Atlantic, the performed analysis suggests that both
the major sources of deep water to the global ocean, North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and Antarctic Bottom Water
(AABW) may already be deficient in Fe at the point of subduction (Figure 5). Although such a conclusion is close to
being sensitive to the choice of RFe:N within reasonable bounds for NADW (Figure 4e & 7a). Such deficiency presumably
reflects the predominance of surface water Fe deficiency (Figure 3b) and the associated Fe limited status of surface
waters, at least seasonally (98), within both generation regions (Figure 3a). At global scale, the resupply of deep waters
and the nutrients they contain to the surface ocean is dominated by upwelling in the SO (39, 99). Deficiency of Fe within
these upwelled waters (Figures 1, 4f & 5), will thus be a key driver of Fe limitation in the SO (100). Moreover, although
sub-surface supply likely dominates the overall surface Fe budget of the SO (101), this supply is always expected to be
deficient in Fe. Hence strong upwelling acts to maintain Fe deficiency (Figure 3b) and Fe limitation (Figure 3a) in the
surface SO (7). Past alterations in the nutrient status and BCP efficiency of the SO thus needs to be considered in the
context of the strength of Fe deficient sub-surface nutrient resupply, alongside the potential for enhanced non-internal Fe
sources from dust (15).
Removal of sub-surface Fe by scavenging is expected to produce residence times which are short relative to
oceanic circulation timescales (16, 91, 94). However, recent evidence, particularly from hydrothermal vent plumes (102104), suggests that subsurface transport of Fe may still occur over significant distances, presumably due to some
processes stabilising deep ocean Fe concentrations (105). Such large scale transport of persistent deeply sourced Fe (104,
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106) will act to reduce the overall magnitude of subsurface Fe deficiency (Figure 4 e, f & 5) and likely contributes
significantly to sustaining production following deep water upwelling in the SO (104).
Secondary deficiency: feedbacks and external inputs
In addition to estimating the primary (1°) deficient nutrient, similar calculations can be performed to calculate
the secondary (2°) deficient nutrient. Partitioning of surface waters into 1° Fe deficient high latitude regions and N
deficient low latitude systems (Figure 3) appears to be related to the primary limitation of the bulk phytoplankton
communities living in these waters (11). Organisms capable of fixing N2, diazotrophs, would be expected to have a
selective advantage within the low latitude N deficient regions, but may subsequently become limited by other nutrients
such as P and Fe (93, 107, 108). Taking into account the potential for external sources of Fe to supplement internal
fluxes, alongside subsequent feedbacks as diazotrophs utilise available P and Fe in providing additional of N to the
system, a conceptually simple model can illustrate the expected emergent steady state properties of such a system (25,
26). Specifically, given a general deficiency of N relative to P (i.e. negative N*) in upwelled waters (38, 41), the system
is expected to transition between a series of distinct states as external inputs of Fe increase. In the oceanic context these
states will correspond to provinces going from: i) high N (and P), Fe deficient and Fe limited systems at low Fe:N input
ratios, through to N deficient (and N limited for non-diazotrophs) systems where initially there is, ii) high P and low Fe
(and Fe limited diazotrophs) before a final transition to iii) low P, high Fe conditions (and P limited diazotrophs) at
highest overall Fe:P input ratios (26). The distinct provinces within such a system should thus be characterised by
switches between: i) 1° Fe deficiency and 2° N deficiency, ii) 1° N deficiency and 2° Fe deficiency and finally, iii) 1° N
deficiency and 2° P deficiency (26), as can be illustrated using an idealised model (Figure 6 a, c).
Within the Atlantic Ocean, where gradients in external Fe sources to the open ocean surface are likely dominated
by atmospheric dust deposition (33, 93, 109), this conceptual model appears to have reasonable predictive skill in
describing observed large scale concentrations of the nutrients N, P and Fe, alongside the biogeography of diazotrophs
(25, 26). Transitions between the different regimes (i-iii) might thus be expected to occur along a gradient in atmospheric
dust input as, for example, inferred using surface distributions of a non-nutrient tracer such as Al (85). Examining the
distributions of Al, N, P and Fe from the IDP2014 in this conceptual context reveals a first order qualitative agreement
between the expected and observed inter-relationships between these dissolved constituents (Figure 6). Consequently, in
addition to revealing large scale patterns of 1° nutrient deficiency (Figures 3 & 4), even in the absence of any
corresponding biological data, the IDP2014 appears to allow new tests of existing hypotheses concerning the more
complex interactions expected within an idealised 3 nutrient 2 organism system (26).
Deficiency beyond N, P and Fe: Mn and Zn
Consideration of relative deficiencies within a wider range of potential (co-)limiting nutrients rapidly becomes
more complicated (Figure 4). Despite many of the conclusions above being reasonably robust to a potential order of
magnitude overestimate within initially adopted values for the biological Fe:N(P) ratios (Figure 4, Figure 7a), recognition
of the full physiological potential for stoichiometric flexibility in these ratios (Figure 1) complicates the picture when
considering other metals in low abundance relative to biological requirements. For example, thermocline waters of the
NASG are characterised by potential deficiency in multiple trace metals relative to N and P. Given uncertainties related to
variable stoichiometry alongside associated biochemical substitutions (12, 19), developing a robust ordering for their
relative deficiency is difficult. However, recognising these caveats, some interesting general patterns can still be
discerned from consideration of a wider, albeit still limited subset of the nutrients (Figure 7).
Phytoplankton have an absolute requirement for the micronutrient Mn, in part due to the presence of this element
within the water splitting complex (16, 28, 44). There is some direct (110, 111) and indirect (112, 113) evidence for the
(co-)limiting potential of Mn within oceanic surface waters. Calculating the relative deficiency of both Fe and Mn relative
to N and P (Figure 7 c & d) reveals that Fe largely remains the most deficient nutrient at high latitudes within the upper
ocean (~<200m). However, there are a few locations within the SO surface where Mn may be at least as deficient as Fe
with respect to the assumed ranges of biological stoichiometry (Figure 7c). Moreover, Mn is estimated to be the 2°
deficient nutrient within the surface SO (Figure 7d) and is almost as deficient as Fe within the subsurface SO, as
illustrated through consideration of CDW (Figure 4f). Indeed, away from the influence of hydrothermal vents (104), low
deep ocean Mn concentrations (68, 114) as a consequence of strong oxidative scavenging (94) result in Mn being
estimated to be the most deficient nutrient throughout the Atlantic at depths >600m (Figure 7c).
Dissolved Mn is frequently elevated in the surface waters of the low latitudes as a result of atmospheric inputs
alongside increased solubility due to photoreduction (114-116). However, concentrations in the surface SO can be very
low and are associated with marked near surface depletion (68, 100, 116) alongside some evidence suggesting the
potential for (co-)limitation by this element alongside Fe (110, 112, 113). In the context of the large scale oceanic
circulation, strong upwelling of Mn deficient deep waters (>600m) within the SO (Figure 4f & 7 c, d) may thus contribute
to the potential for development of any such Mn (co-)limitation.
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The micronutrient Zn has a wide range of metabolic roles (28). Although substitutions might maintain some
metabolic activities under reduced Zn availability (12, 19, 54), there is limited experimental evidence for Zn (co)limitation of at least some phytoplankton groups in certain regions (111, 117-119). Performing a calculation of the
relative deficiency between Zn, Fe, N and P for the Atlantic Ocean IDP2014 data (Figure 7 e, f) also reveals an
interesting pattern. Primary Zn deficiency is not typically estimated within surface waters. However, near sub-surface
thermocline waters down to a maximum of ~600m within the (sub-)tropics (around 50°N to 50°S), alongside the nearer
surface waters of at the northern and southern boundaries of this region, display a tendency for Zn to be either most or
second most deficient of the 4 considered nutrients (Figure 7 e,f). The distinction between 1° or 2° being sensitive to the
assumed Fe:N ratio in this case (Figure 7 e,f). The relative deficiency of Zn within the thermocline of the Atlantic
presumably reflects the low Zn concentrations within the Sub-Antarctic Mode Waters (SAMW) which act as a major
source of water to the global thermocline and hence low latitude surface waters (39, 43). The associated relative depletion
of Zn within these near surface waters thus has the potential to play a role in surface biogeochemistry, for example
through influencing the ability of organisms to utilise Zn forms of alkaline phosphatase in accessing dissolved organic P
(119, 120).
Uncertainties associated with stoichiometric plasticity: returning to the system context
Sensitivity analyses (Figure 7) and the proceeding largely qualitative descriptions of derived patterns and their
subsequent implications for ocean biogeochemistry, suggest that reasonably insightful inference can be gained from
calculations of nutrient deficiency using the unprecedented oceanic scale high quality multi-element data within the
GEOTRACES IDP2014 (21). However, remaining considerable unknowns concerning the variability in, and controls on,
cellular stoichiometric plasticity remain problematic. Consideration of deficiencies with respect to the macronutrient N,
which displays by far the least stoichiometric plasticity (with reference to C) for the potentially limiting nutrients (11),
partially simplifies this complex problem. However marked stoichiometric plasticity characterises intracellular quotas for
many of the trace metals, both within and between groups (44) and likely occurs alongside variability in the
stoichiometric processing of elements during biogeochemical transformations (12, 29).
Uptake ratios within newly formed organic matter are of central importance within the context of deficiency.
Moreover, within complex mixed microbial communities, the stoichiometry of those organisms dominating the overall
production of new biomass will both set the availability of nutrients for other components of the community (55) and, by
definition, will have a dominant role in driving overall biological requirements for the different nutrients. Despite the
high stoichiometric plasticity which can be observed in mono-culture experiments, there is evidence that stoichiometric
ratios within natural communities may be more constrained (44). It is thus valid to ask whether the extremes of plasticity
observable in mono-cultures, including high quotas under conditions of high excess trace metal (bio-)availability and in
particular the low quotas associated with severe nutrient limitation, might be expected to be fully expressed at the level of
mixed communities within the natural system (121). Net growth rates of organisms within natural communities will be a
function of both bottom up and top down controls (122) such that microbes under severe growth rate nutrient limitation
are likely to be rapidly outcompeted (121). Thus, it might be hypothesised that the majority of new biomass would
actually be produced by cells which are not severely nutrient limited and which hence have nutrient quotas towards the
higher end of observed ranges (Figure 1). However, markedly low Fe quotas within certain SO taxa (123) suggest that
considerable taxonomic adaptation to reduced Fe occurs.
Wider application of tools capable of assessing the extent of stoiciohometric plasticity within natural
communities is thus clearly desirable (44). Particularly as a lot of potential information is currently lost through using the
non-quantitative approach adopted above. For example, it is highly likely that NADW is actually significantly less
deficient in Fe than AABW (37), however the quantitative implications of this for ocean biogeochemistry remain difficult
to assess. Thus, in the current initial analysis, the conservative choice of a marker of deficiency which is less sensitive to
current poorly understood variability in RX:Y has necessarily been traded off against the added quantitative information
which could be derived were a more complete understanding of variability in such ratios available across large scales
within natural microbial communities.
Summary and conclusions
Analysis of the data contained within the GEOTRACES IDP2014 confirms that the open ocean, or at least the
Atlantic, is stoichiometricaly deficient in Fe everywhere outside of the macro-nutrient (N,P) depleted surface (sub)tropical waters. Such a conclusion appears to be reasonably robust to caveats associated with the plasticity of
phytoplankton Fe:N ratios. Sub-surface waters below 600m appear to be further deficient in Mn. However, the extent of
subsurface oceanic Mn deficiency relative to Fe is reasonably sensitive to assumptions concerning Mn:Fe ratios.
Thermocline waters of the Atlantic also appear to be relatively deficient in Zn, although the uncertainties in such
conclusions begin to become considerable when 3 or more trace metals and flexibility in their relative biological ratios is
considered.
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Trace metal deficiencies within the sub-surface ocean are consistent with the predominance of Fe limitation
within strong upwelling systems, including the globally dominant SO, being largely a result of the upwelling (97, 100).
Deep ocean trace metal sources may thus be important in the context of large scale oceanic transports (104). However, it
is reiterated that sub-surface nutrient deficiency is only one of the factors which needs to be considered in any complete
understanding of upper ocean nutrient limitation, with external supplies to surface waters from sediments (34, 35) and the
atmosphere (33), alongside non-stoichometric ecosystem processes, likely to be important in many cases (11).
More generally, ranking of relative deficiencies amongst potentially (co-)limiting trace metals is reasonably
sensitive to decisions concerning which are included in any given calculation and assumptions concerning the assumed
biological ratios. Such analysis serves to further highlight how an enhanced understanding of the controls on variable
intracellular trace metal stoichiometry will be crucial in developing a more complete understanding of trace element
cycling. Similar to consideration of an idealised N, P, Fe, non-diazotroph, diazotroph system (Figure 6), fuller
understanding of the multi-nutrient ocean requires appreciation of availability versus the relative requirements of different
nutrients within biological systems (28, 29), alongside theoretical frameworks (19, 24, 26) capable of capturing nutrientbiota feedback cycles and the variable stoichiometry of the organisms which drive them.
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Figure 1 Plot of the stoichiometry of different nutrient elements in phytoplankton cellular material against the dissolved
concentration stoichiometry within Antarctic Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW). Open symbols are plotted at a point on
the abscissa corresponding to the mean values across a range of different phytoplankton taxa as previously adopted (11,
86), with the horizontal bars representing the maximum range of stoichiometric variability which has currently been
observed in culture for these elements (see (11) for further discussion), updated where applicable (123). Open symbols
are plotted at a point on the ordinate corresponding to the mean concentration of that element observed within CDW
(potential temperature from 1-2°C, salinity from 34.62-34.73), from the GEOTRACES intermediate data product (21),
with vertical bars (where visible) representing 1 standard deviation of the average concentration. The solid diagonal line
delineates nutrients which are more replete or deficient with respect to N within this water mass.
Figure 2 Plot of ‘typical’ phytoplankton cellular stoichiometry against measured dissolved stoichiometry (see Figure 1)
from the thermocline of the North Atlantic sub-tropical gyre (>25°N - <35°N) from the GEOTRACES intermediate data
product (21). For clarity/simplicity, known stoichiometric flexibility is disregarded. Nutrients which have equal
availability relative to biological demands would lie along parallels as indicated by the diagonal solid lines, with
individual lines separated by 1 order of magnitude. Insets to right show subsections of main plot with relative
deficits/excesses between nutrient pairs expressed as linear combinations using the typical ‘*’ notation schematically
illustrated by the thick coloured lines.
Figure 3 Comparison of a previous compilation of experimental evidence (11) of upper ocean primary nutrient limitation
(a) and calculation upper ocean primary nutrient deficiency based on the IDP2014 (b).
Figure 4 Plots of biological nutrient quotas against dissolved nutrient ratios as derived from the GEOTRACES IDP2014
for a range of water masses: a) surface waters of the North Atlantic Sub-tropical Gyre (NASG), b) surface waters of the
high latitude North Atlantic sub-polar Gyre (NASPG), c) surface waters of the Southern Ocean (SO), d) thermocline
waters of the NASG, e) North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), f) Southern Ocean Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW). Solid
symbols are plotted at the assumed typical biological ratio, with the thick horizontal lines for Fe and Mn indicating an
order of magnitude lower estimate (see text).
Figure 5 Relative deficiency between the nutrients N, P and Fe for a full depth section through the Atlantic Ocean
derived from data within the GEOTRACES IDP2014. Colour scheme as in Figure 3. Schematic large scale ocean
circulation patterns are indicated, alongside indicative positions of water masses discussed in the text.
Figure 6 Primary (a, b) and Secondary (c, d) deficiency varying between N, P and Fe across different oceanic nutrient
provinces as a function of (a, c) imposed changes in external Fe supply relative to stoichiometric requirements (here for
simplicity just rescaled (0-1) between no external supply and a highly enriched supply) within a simple idealised model,
compared to (b, d) observations of relative N, P and Fe deficiency in surface waters across an inferred broad scale
gradient in atmospheric dust inputs on the basis of dissolved Al data within the IDP2014 from the Atlantic Ocean.
Figure 7 Estimated primary (a, c, e) and secondary (b, d, f) deficiency between subsets of nutrients for a full depth
section through the Atlantic Ocean derived from data within the GEOTRACES IDP2014. Deficiency is estimated using
the assumed typical biological stoichiometry (small symbols) and a stoichiometry involving an assumed order of
magnitude lower quota for both the Fe and Mn (large symbols). Calculations are performed considering just N (blue), P
(black) and Fe (red) (a, b), N (blue), P (black), Fe (red) and Mn (green) (c, d) and N (blue), P (black), Fe (red) and Zn
(yellow) (e, f). Note the logarithmic depth axis.
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